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ABSTRACT:
SAS® Enterprise Guide® can be looked at as the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for SAS which can be used by business users even with minimal SAS programming experience to derive meaningful reports. This paper explains a step-by-step representation of a real-time scenario in the Pharmaceutical industry addressed through SAS Enterprise Guide. The example illustrated here covers importing the raw sales data purchased from an external vendor, perform business transformations, summarization and creating visual representation like charts, reports for Executive dashboard presentation, scheduling and e-mailing the reports to the end users without manual intervention. All these needs are easily accomplished using a series of simple clicks in SAS Enterprise Guide.

INTRODUCTION:
Since the release of SAS 9, SAS Enterprise Guide is the new face of SAS for general purpose use in a variety of situations. Enterprise Guide is now included with SAS Display Manager for Windows, sold with almost every BI Server sale, bundled with many of the SAS Solutions, and loved by many non-programmers and programmers too.

SAS Enterprise Guide provides users with very powerful data management capabilities. Frequently used data management capabilities include a sophisticated query builder, data sampling, ranking, transposing and even creating and editing data.

Since the introduction of SAS Enterprise Guide, the non-SAS programmers also benefit from simple to complicated transformations & reporting using SAS EG. It is clearly evident from this paper.

PHARMA SALES DATA REPORTING USING SAS ENTERPRISE GUIDE:
Of all the papers, the authors have come across from various SAS forums, there is very few that target the real intended use of SAS Enterprise Guide, which is to make the job easier for business users. The authors, having Pharma Sales data processing background, have defined the goal of this paper to provide an easy approach with simple point and click events to process and report Pharma Sales data for the benefit of business users.

This paper explains the following key components of Pharma Sales processing and how they can be easily completed using SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3.

1) Data Extraction & Transformation
   - Extraction uses the Import wizard and Transformation uses query builder components of SAS Enterprise Guide to read and apply business transformations on data.

2) Reporting
   - Reporting uses various summary and frequency statistics and report wizards in charts.

3) Automatic Scheduling using inbuilt Scheduler

4) Distribution via Email
Image (1) shows the common data flow of Pharma Sales data and the role of Data Warehouse in processing the data.

Image 1: Essence of the role of Data Warehousing in Pharma Sales Reporting

Image (2) shows the various functions of the Data Warehouse in processing and reporting Pharma Sales data and how they are covered by SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3.

Image 2: Components of Data Warehousing achieved through SAS Enterprise Guide

Performing these core data warehousing functions in SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3 is taken as a case-study in this paper and explained.
EXTRACTION AND TRANSFORMATION OF SALES DATA:

In this section, raw Pharma Sales data is acquired, imported into SAS Enterprise Guide and transformed using Query Builder.

Image (3) shows the flow in SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3 with the extraction and transformation components in it. Details of each component are given below as separate steps.

For the purpose of the case-study, DDD (Drug Data Distribution) data is taken as an example.

Image 3: Extraction & transformation components in SAS Enterprise Guide

Step: 1 – Importing Dollar/Unit demand data

This step imports raw purchased DDD data from a third party vendor using the import feature available in SAS Enterprise Guide. As seen in the picture below, the first record of the file is the header record.

Image 4: Importing data into SAS Enterprise Guide

The import feature in SAS Enterprise Guide automatically detects the best informat/format for every data element in the file and it also allows the user to change the informat/format if he wants to. In this example, the informat/format of Zip code is changed to “string” to show all five digits – as shown below.

Image 5: Importing data – changing field type
If needed, the user can also change the name of the variable in the SAS dataset to be created. For example in the screen below the input variable “SRA4” from the raw data is changed to “Distribution channel” to make it more descriptive for reporting purposes.

Image 6: Importing data – changing field name

**Step: 2 – Applying transformations on data**

Query builder is a powerful component of SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3 and it allows applying business transformations and joins on the data very easily. In step 2, we are extracting only the last 3 bytes from the 9 byte product group field to enable merge with other sources down the line.

Image 7: Query Builder – adding substring function

The resultant data is shown below with the new field created for “prod_grp”.

Image 8: Query Builder – result of substring function
Step: 3 – Join to get OUT PROD GRP

The inbound data contains product group number which needs to be converted to a different product group number that is unique and meaningful within the organization and recognized by the in-house systems. So this step joins the input data with a look-up table called "prod_grp_conversion" on PROD GRP field to get OUT_PROD_GRP. The additional field OUT_PRD_GRP is appended with the input data to the right.

![Query Builder – join on product group table & the result with OUT_PROD_GRP](image9.png)

Step: 4 – Capturing exception records from the JOIN

The join at step: 3 is an "inner join", which means any unmatched input records (which did not get a hit on joining with "prod_grp_conversion" table) are dropped. It is imperative that the dropped records need to be captured for any further analysis and further corrective action. This is explained in this step.

This step joins same tables as in step: 3, but with a "left outer join". This way all the records of the left table, which is the input data, are written at the output of join. Then a filter condition is added to include only records with OUT_PROD_GRP = blank. The resultant data are only unmatched records from the "inner join".

The output is routed to an exception file, which can then be routed to the appropriate department by exporting to an MS excel.

![Query Builder – Join to get exception records](image10.png)
Step: 5 – JOIN to obtain TC key and Product Name

This step joins data from step: 3 with a look up table called “tc_mkt_prod_mapping” which is the product hierarchy maintained in-house, on two columns – Report_Number and OUT_PROD_GRP to obtain Therapeutic Class, Market basket and product names. The join performed at this step is an inner join. Image (11) explains the join and resultant data.

![Query Builder](image11.png)

Image 11: Query Builder – Join to get Therapeutic Codes

At the end of Step: 5, the raw data has been imported, transformed to the needs of the business user and ready for reporting.

REPORTING OF SALES DATA:

In this section, the transformed Pharma Sales data from the previous section is used to produce meaningful charts for knowing the insights of the data and for management presentations.

Following picture shows the flow in SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3 with the Reporting components in it. Details of each component are given below as separate steps.

![Reporting Components](image12.png)

Image 12: Reporting components in SAS Enterprise Guide

Step: 6 – One-way frequency reporting on distribution channels

This is the first report produced from this exercise. This step reads output of Step: 5 to include only certain unique fields on the data using a query builder component and performs a one-way frequency component on the distribution channel to report the frequency on different channels across country that sell in that Therapeutic class taken.

---
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Step: 7 – Adding Summary Statistics and Pie-Charting on sales dollars by Product

At this step, a summary statistics component is added to perform summary of all 53 weeks of sales dollars by products and their therapeutic class at a nation level.
Next, a pie-chart component is added to represent the distribution of first-week’s dollars by products for each Therapeutic Category (TC).

As there is only one Therapeutic Category (TC) – ASTHMA – in the sales data, one pie-chart is produced.
Step: 8 – Transpose and Line-Chart on sales dollars by week for all products

Line-charting is the suitable option to show multiple weeks/months of sales data for multiple products to analyze the trending of sales across a wide time period. The pre-requisite for performing such line-charting is to have the sales dollars in one column (normalized data). This can be achieved by using a transpose wizard in the Enterprise guide.

The Transpose component takes output of the summary statistics from step: 7 and transposes de-normalized sales dollars to normalized sales dollars.

Data before and after transpose component & the selected options of transpose component are shown in the Images (19) & (20) below.

Image 19: Data before transposing

![Image 19: Data before transposing](image19.png)

Image 20: Data after transposing

![Image 20: Data after transposing](image20.png)

Image 21: Selected transpose options

Transposed & Normalized sales dollars of 25 weeks are passed to the line-chart component. Line-charting is performed for various product groups with dollars in Y axis and months in X axis.
Resultant line-chart is shown in Image (23) below.

**Image 23: Resultant line-chart for Therapeutic Code by product dollar**

**Step: 9 – Calculation of YTD totals & bar-charting of YTD totals by distribution channel**

At this step, YTD (Year To Date) totals are calculated as the sum of all 53 weeks of dollars for every product across distribution channel. The "computed variables" option in query builder component is used to calculate YTD totals.

**Image 24: Calculation of YTD values**

A summary statistics component is added to produce the summary of YTD Sales across distribution channels (on SRA4).
Bar-charting is performed on distribution channel to show trending of YTD totals on various channels. Resultant chart is shown below. Please note that the Title and Foot notes of the chart can be customized as well like in the example below.

### Step: 10 – Creating a Dashboard

All the reports created above can be combined into one dashboard that gives a comprehensive overview of the product performance.

Right click on one of the reports and say “Create Report”. In the popup window, the reports from left panel can be dragged and dropped into the layout in the right in desired spots to create a Custom dashboard view. Click “Show Preview” to see how it looks in the window below.
Image 27: Creating Dashboard

The final dashboard will look like this based on the grid layout specified above.

Image 28: Snapshot of the final Dashboard
SCHEDULING AND DISTRIBUTING REPORTS:
Scheduling a project comes handy when the user wants to create certain report(s) regularly without much manual intervention. SAS Enterprise guide offers a menu to schedule the process at a preferred frequency, date and time which creates a Script file with the schedule details and it is triggered when it is due.

Step: 11 – Scheduling in SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3

From the File Menu, Select “Schedule Project” as shown in Image (29).

Image 29: File Menu with Schedule option highlighted

In the popup menu, click password and mention “Windows” authentication password. In the schedule tab, select ‘New’ to create a new schedule and specify when the user wants the process to run automatically, either once or recursively. More specifics on the end date till when the recursive schedule should hold good and frequency of run can be set using the Advanced Schedule Options.

Once scheduled, it is all set and can rest assured that the files and reports as part of the scheduled SAS Enterprise Guide project will be generated at the background while the user can stay focused on something else.

Image30: Scheduling wizard options

The schedule can be reviewed at the Schedules window and also the VB script created by the scheduler can be seen too – as shown in Image (31)

Image 31: Schedule option review in SAS Enterprise Guide
The schedule can be modified anytime by double-clicking on the schedule project icon for that schedule where the user will be taken to the same above set of windows – as shown in Image (30) – to make changes.

**Step: 12 – Automated distribution of reports via e-mail:**

Once the process is complete and reports are generated, the dashboard, in this case, can be emailed as a step in the project to one or more recipients, automatically.

Before proceeding to the email step, make sure the SMTP details specific to your organization are mentioned under Tools → Options → Administration for the emailing to work as step in project as shown in Image (32)

Right click on the Dashboard that needs to be emailed and go to Send To → Email as a Step in the Project
In the next window, the file to be sent can be compressed and renamed as needed.

![Image 34: Attachment specifications](image)

Then, specify the To, CC, Subject and body of the message fields.

![Image 35: Email specifications](image)
Preview the message and click ‘Finish’

Image 36: Preview email

The email step will show up on the ‘Distribute’ window like below. If your project is scheduled to run at a preset time, the email with the dashboard will be sent automatically once the project is complete thus not requiring any intervention at all.

Image 37: Distribute window

If the user wants to have control over emailing, instead of emailing as step in project, he can always export the dashboard as step in the project to automatically write the report out to a specified location so that it can be reviewed before emailed manually.

Image 38: Export as Step in Project
COMPLETE OVERVIEW OF ENTERPRISE GUIDE PROJECT:
Following is the complete Project with end – end process flow grouping the series of steps into relevant action performed.
CONCLUSION
While there may be many user manuals, tips and tricks, how-to’s on SAS enterprise guide, we attempted to show you how we put it to work. As the paper explains, the common processing of Pharma Sales data, such as Extraction, Transformation and Reporting with automated scheduling & distribution can be done very efficiently by any business user without writing any SAS code. SAS Enterprise Guide 4.3 is a very powerful tool and can write the tedious SAS code for the business users.
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